STUDENT OFFICIAL MANAGERS SNAP SHOT

SPORT SPECIFIC COMMITTEE

Does the committee require Student Officials at State Championships?

- NO
  - No further action required

- YES
  - Appoint a S.O.M
    - (Term 3: submit application to QSSMG for SOM and specific number of student officials including their home regions if possible)

Are 6 or more student officials appointed?

- NO
- YES

SOM

Selects/Appoints Team (in collaboration with committee/Regional Officials/Delegates/Convenors)

Prepare Student Officials Levy

Co-ordinates all paperwork for Student Officials

Arranges Transport/Accommodation (as required) for Student officials (is allocated a budget for S.O Flights)

Is **NOT** funded by QSSMG to attend Championships

Refer to Checklist/Forms

SOM

Selects/Appoints Team (in collaboration with committee/Regional Officials/Delegates/Convenors)

Prepare Student Officials Levy

Co-ordinates all paperwork for Student Officials

Liaises with QSSU in relation to transport/accommodation (as required) for Student Officials and themselves (is allocated a budget for S.O Flights)

IS funded to attend **COMPETITION DAYS** of championship by QSSMG (flights and TRS)

Refer to Checklist/Forms

***RSSO’s MAY /MAY **NOT** have bookings for Student Officials on any air travel.

If Regional Teams are travelling to the host region by **coach**, there **MAY** be available seats which **MAY** be allocated to Student Officials.